Abstract: Background: Athanasios Koukopoulos proposed the primacy of mania hypothesis (PoM) in a 2006 book chapter and later, in two peer-reviewed papers with Nassir Ghaemi and other collaborators. This hypothesis supports that in bipolar disorder, mania leads to depression, while depression does not lead to mania.
INTRODUCTION
Athanasios Koukopoulos used to say "Mania is fire, depression its ashes" [1, 2] . He also reduced stigma in his
The starting lyrics of a 1969 popular song by the band "Blood, Sweat and Tears" were "What goes up must come down, Spinnin' wheel, got to go round". This suits the issue of bipolar disorder (BD) better than the ca. XVIII Century idiom that had been attributed to Isaac Newton (1642-1727), that appeared also in Theodore Sedgwick's "Hints to my Countrymen" of 1826: «When one boy among a dozen throws a stone into the air, crying out, that "what goes up must come down," it is very likely so to happen. » Presumably, this popular wisdom was used by Newton to support his gravitational theory, that later found experimental support, similarly to Einstein's gravitational waves, the proof for which was only recently obtained. This story tells us that "On a Clear Day You Can See Forever". 1 Athanasios Koukopoulos was not a man of clairvoyance, but had things clear in his mind. He was likely to simplify problems, no matter how complex they were. This is how he came to theorise the primacy of mania (PoM). To reach his theorisation, he conjectured on writings of past masters and combined these with his own observations. During the late 18 th Century, John Brown, a Scottish physician remarked «There is no life without excitement and no excitement without stimulus» [3] . Later, German psychiatrists [4, 5] supported the notion that mania was the basic mental illness and that excitement was underpinned by neural tissue excitatory processes (astonishing intuition, given that Camillo Golgi's neuronal doctrine at these times was still to come forth); this was reflected by Heinroth's classification of melancholia saltans among the manias [4] . These views were increasingly strengthened in mid -20 th Century literature [6] . Athanasios Koukopoulos with his life-long collaborator Daniela Reginaldi observed that when lithium reduced manic phenomena, it suppressed the expression of subsequent depressions. Conversely, when it was ineffective, depression regularly ensued after mania [7] . This led them to hypothesise that mania leads the dance and is the entity to suppress, so to reach remission. These are apparently naïve, simple observations, but simple as they may be, they were lacking in literature. Summarising, the PoM hypothesis holds that in the context of BD (the unhappy term that substituted manic-depressive illness or madness), manic excitement ensues in depression unless it is suppressed, while depression is not invariably followed by mania. This matches what is known about the neurobiology of excitement, that relies on neural excitatory activity; the end of a neuronal discharge is followed by a refractory period during which neurones are refractory to further excitatory stimulation, similarly to epileptic crises that are followed by a refractory period. This refractory period is an analogue to depression, that is characterised by inability to respond to stimuli. A paradigm of it may be represented by anhedonia, i.e., the inability to obtain pleasure from activities that in other times would have induced it. Thus, the patient is in a sort of refractory-to-pleasurable-stimulation period. When neurones are refractory to excitation, they will not respond to stimulation for a while; they should wait a millisecond to get back to the resting state, so to recover their excitability. Then, they will not immediately discharge, unless they receive a stimulus or until the conditions for a spontaneous excitation are fulfilled. This involves complex oscillatory phenomena which are intrinsic to individual neurones as well as emergent properties in groups of neurones, such as synchronisation. Matters become even more complicated when an individual is concerned in his/her totality. A person who is in a manic phase will go on to develop depression, whereas one in a depressive phase will not invariably jump to hypomania or mania, although in some cases, hitting the bottom may allow someone to rise above a standard mood measure. It depends on individual system properties, i.e., plasticity vs. elasticity, resilience, and the related ability to use stressful stimulation to grow through adversity.
Athanasios Koukopoulos and Nassir Ghaemi [2] offered their PoM model to testing, providing ways to prove it or falsify it. The PubMed search "primacy of mania" yielded 12 papers as of 6 th June, 2016, but remarkably, no new record was added after December 2013. This speaks in favour of a general indifference for this concept, despite the possibility to test it easily. The same search identified 5 records on Embase as keyword, 6 on PsycINFO and 0 on the Cochrane Library. There were no additional records with respect to the PubMed search. The focused records of the search were two [2, 8] .
In March 2013, a group of Japanese investigators published a paper on "superiority illusion" that was supported by a reverberating circuit that is active during the resting state [9] . They used a combined functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and proton emission tomography (PET) technique and identified a reverberating circuit between the sensorimotor striatum and the dorsal anterior cingulate whose function is supported by dopamine. "Superiority illusion refers to the cognitive bias that most people rate themselves as above-average. The senior author believes this illusory self-evaluation to have been central in human evolution, as it helps people's positive future outlook [10] ; consequently, it can explain why individuals are attached to life, but also why some people may become megalomanic. In fact, people with mania have heightened dopaminergic transmission, and antidopaminergic drugs, such as the antipsychotics, are efficacious in reducing manic symptoms. Yamada et al. [9, 10] found that blocking the dopamine transporter, which enhanced the level of dopamine, increased the degree of the superiority illusion. The circuit is under the control of inhibitory cortical activity that is set-off by dopamine acting on striatal dopamine receptors, and this in turn leads to "disinhibited, heuristic, approaches to positive self-evaluation" [10] , i.e., some degree of psychosis, if we define so a belief endorsed in the absence of adequate evidence. We then hypothesised that a tendency towards excitement is a natural human phenomenon and that depression may ensue as a result of reality testing, the more so when the positive self-consideration is far too excessive. So finding this reverberating circuitry hyperactive in the resting state in fMRI studies of individuals with bipolar disorder during their manic phase would support the plausibility of Koukopoulos' PoM hypothesis.
The search "superiority illusion" OR "illusion of superiority" in PubMed yielded 23 records on 6 th June 2016; of these 4 were relevant. The same search strategy in Embase produced 2 records, both relevant, 0 records in Cochrane Library, while in PsycINFO it yielded 15 records, 5 of which were relevant and overlapped with PubMed and Embase for only 1 record. Other 3 papers were retrieved serendipitously thanks to the Elsevier system's and King's College London procedures. The only record that had used neuroimaging to investigate superiority illusion was Yamada et al. [8] . Apart from the two papers from Yamada and from his group, the most meaningful study on this issue is Wolpe et al. [11] . This study found that people tend to judge their own performances better than performances of observed others; this is unaffected by learning and supports that the superiority illusion bias is based on optimistic traits and inbuilt "priors" that turn down objectivity when considering one's own actions. The lack of objectivity for one's own actions may be the basis of psychotic behaviour, that if it does not exceed too much objectivity, it may prove to be adaptive and appropriate in certain social conditions.
Our objective was to validate or disprove Athanasios Koukopoulos' PoM hypothesis using literature findings of activation or deactivation maps or network connectivity strengths or FC in BD patients, and comparing them to the pattern of activity of the self-overvaluing network, as reported in Yamada et al. [9] . We guessed that if the results of brain activity studies in BD during mania matched those of the Yamada network and during depression were associated with reduced activity of the network, the PoM hypothesis could be valid and further testable, and if contrary evidence was obtained, the hypothesis would probably be not valid.
METHOD
The PubMed and Cochrane Library databases was searched for records on "resting state fMRI AND bipolar disorder". The general, hyperinclusive nature of this search had the purpose to sample views of the subject that were as wide as possible and then to restrict to our focus. This method would ensure that no relevant papers were missed. Inclusion criteria were: original studies in peer-reviewed journals using fMRI during the resting state in patients with bipolar disorders and providing data of hyperactivations or hypoactivations and/or functional connectivity. Excluded were reviews and meta-analyses, opinion papers, editorials, and studies not providing data per group of subjects/patients, but only correlations of activations in groups considered according to indexes (for example, patients considered according to "bipolar index", but not specifically belonging to a given diagnostic group). However, we used these papers' reference lists for possible additional studies to include. We also excluded retracted papers and those papers by the same authors whose paper had been retracted. Studies that reported on the same groups of participants were considered as duplicates and excluded, unless different analyses were reported (for example analysing or not functional connectivity). Studies were also excluded when they investigated task-related activations or focused on only one region during the resting state. Congress abstracts were excluded, as they are not peer-reviewed. In performing this review, we used the Prisma method [12] .
Apparently relevant records were all obtained and considered for appropriateness according to the above criteria using a Delphi method, i.e., all authors viewed obtained records and classified them according to how they provided the data, proposing inclusion or exclusion and the reasons of both. GDK, CR, GS and ADC gathered impressions and communicated approval or further questioning to all authors; when 100% agreement between authors was reached (this occurred at the end of the second round of consultations), all included papers were analysed and tabulated.
RESULTS
As of the 6 th of June, 2016, 81 papers were found on PubMed on the resting state fMRI in bipolar disorder and 3 records on Cochrane Library, not overlapping with PubMed. All three Cochrane records were congress abstracts, with one duplicate of another, and were consequently excluded. Using the same key-words, Embase added 42 papers not overlapping with PubMed search, of which 40 were congress/conference abstracts (and 8 were duplicates) and 2 were included (however, 1 of these were contained in PubMed, but not identified by search strategy). PsycINFO added three more records, that were all excluded; in fact, one of them was a review, another was a comment to other papers, and the third used an attentional task, i.e., it was not resting-state. Hand searching of reference lists and Elsevier/King's College additional proposals yielded 11 additional records, with the final output of studies to consider further reaching the amount of 93 records. Of these, 64 were relevant, i.e., they provided data that could refer to patients with a given phase of bipolar disorder. One study had been retracted, so we disregarded another paper by this group of authors. Three studies has been excluded because they reported the same data on the same patient and healthy control groups of other studies, two subsequent and one preceding, that were considered more complete. Hence, the final number of included studies was 60. Fig. (1) graphically depicts the results of our Prisma search. Included papers are listed in Table 1 that reports their relevant results, in particular those related to the primacy of mania hypothesis . An overall judgement of each article's concordance with the PoM hypothesis is provided at the fifth column of the Table (please, avoid conjectures). The evidence has been classified as favourable, contrary, or uncertain/unclear/not relevant, according to whether the network identified by Yamada et al. [9, 10] was found to be involved in the direction predicted by Yamada for superiority illusion; if the network strength or activation was found to be lower in mania than in depression, this was considered evidence against the hypothesis, and when reports focused or reported activations/deactivations or increased/decreased functional connectivity in circuits other than or unrelated to the one identified by Yamada et al., we considered the evidence neutral and uncertain as to the validity of the hypothesis. On these grounds, 23 studies were found to be consistent with the primacy of mania hypothesis, 1 was against, and 37 were uncertain/unclear/impossible to assess. The papers identified as possibly interesting for inclusion spanned from 2006 to 2016, but the first included was published in 2009 [13] . Reasons for exclusion are detailed in Fig. (1) . A great majority of studies (79.66%) used functional connectivity (FC), and among those that did not, an equal number of studies used amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation (four) and regional homogeneity (four). The latter was also used in a study of FC as well.
Six of the 23 studies that showed consistency with PoM were not FC studies (26.09%), whereas only 5 of the 36 uncertain studies were not FC (13.89%). However, the difference was not statistically significant (χ 2 = 1.377; p=0.241; Fisher's Exact Test=0.310; not significant).
DISCUSSION
Based on superiority illusion data, we plotted against them results regarding resting-state activation and connectivity patterns in BD during specific phases as related to PoM hypothesis. We found that this hypothesis is more likely than not, as the striate-anterior cingulate connection was often found to be strengthened in BD, especially during elevated mood phases, and the prefrontal control was found to be weakened, with almost opposite results during the depressive phase. The fact that we found only one contrary evidence that was marred by the indiscriminate, pooled processing of data of patients in their manic or depressive phase (in about equal numbers) [13] shifted this study among uncertain studies, as regards the PoM hypothesis.
The first author to mention the term "primacy of mania" was the American psychoanalyst Philip Weissman [73] . Weissman viewed the depressive phase as a failure of ego defences (denial, in particular) during the manic phase resulting from increased environmental stimulation or confrontation with reality; so he framed the wish to regain health as an unconscious wish to return to an idealised manic phase, thus assigning mania a driving role. However, Athanasios Koukopoulos' view is psychodynamic theorisationfree and more clinically-based. If a system's function moves away from its biologically set values, we observe a drive towards restoring of the previous condition, that Cannon called homoeostasis [74] and needs no psychoanalytical speculations to be framed. If the resting-state activity is towards self-overvaluing, as predicted by the Yamada et al. model [9, 10] , we may guess that the trend of brain activity Structural MRI and resting-state fMRI scans were combined to provide "fused" data of combined structural/functional alterations. Combined structural abnormalities in default-mode network and functional prefrontal-striatal-thalamic-cerebellar network alterations in schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder and BD vs. HC; fused alteration in temporal lobe in schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder, but not in BD; no alterations detected in groups of relatives This group found different results with the same methodology in these two studies. Two further studies by the same group reported on schizophrenia spectrum and involved large numbers of schizoaffective disorder patients. The diagnostic consistency of these studies, that reported on samples without defining whether the patients among across the three studies were different or partially overlapping, is doubtful. Abbreviations: ALFF, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation; BD, patients with bipolar disorder; BD-I/II, bipolar disorder, type I or II; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; dmPFC , dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; FC, Functional connectivity; HC, healthy controls; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MDD, patients with major depressive disorder (unipolar depression); MFG, medial frontal gyrus; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; neg. corr., negative correlation; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; NS, not significant; pos. corr., positive correlation; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PoM, Primacy of Mania; ReHo, regional homogeneity; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus; vlPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex.
transitions will be directed at this condition, hence implicitly recognising its intrinsic driving force. However, the depressive condition, no matter how strong or unconscious is the desire for getting back to elation, as Weissman supported, is not per se a spur pushing towards the desired direction, nobody may assure this. On the other hand, an increased dopaminergic activity with high striatal-anterior cingulate connectivity that sets-off or weakens executive cortical control results in an energetically highly expensive state, so it is plausible that its excessive activity cannot be maintained for a long time and if there is not much to counter the quenching of the fire, ashes will ensue. So we decided to consider strengthened connectivity or higher activity of the strio-thalamic-cingulate network activity as indicative of a mood more shifted toward the manic, while the opposite we considered as consistent with the existence of depressed mood; both these conditions are compatible with the PoM hypothesis.
To test adequately the PoM hypothesis, some conditions should be met that were not in this account. First, it should be shown that the Yamada et al. [9] circuit is overactive in mania and hypoactive in depression, and then, that prolonged hyperactivity in this circuit is invariably followed by hypoactivity, and also that hypoactivity is not invariably followed by hyperactivity. In this review of ours, we obtained partial evidence for the first condition. However, the conspicuous number of studies that were consistent with PoM, although not representing the great majority, prompts us to consider the evidence gathered so far as an encouraging starting point to proceed to further investigations.
The method employed to investigate brain network activity and brain area-related activations or deactivations did not influence the final judgement of consistency with PoM hypothesis. Generally, the studies that were not consistent with PoM focused on ROIs other than those involved in the network identified by Yamada et al. [9] . Most of these studies did not specifically report no involvement of the striatum, the anterior cingulate or the ventromedial prefrontal cortex; their results involved other structures. Studies compatible with the hypothesis generally investigated these areas and related networks, finding changes in BD patients that matched the prediction of the model, i.e., increased strio-anterior cingulate connectivity [24, 32, 48] or decreased cortical-striatal-control [23] in the manic BD phase and even in euthymia [25, 29, 53] and in unaffected first-degree relatives [38] . Opposite results were found in depressive phases, with decreased activity in the cingulate [63] . The Yamada model-network was more active in patients with BD compared to those with major depressive disorder [64] ; although this is not a strong evidence in favour of the PoM hypothesis, it is indicative. The decreased intracingulate (anterior-posterior) FC found in Magioncalda et al. [64] may reflect sample heterogeneity, with equal numbers of patients in manic and depressive phases. Taken together, the data indicate that the PoM hypothesis may be valid.
Limitations
The data we considered here do not allow for definite conclusions. This is due to many factors, including the possible influence of drug treatment, that differed across studies or was not always addressed. Other factors may be the small sample sizes of most studies and the possible diagnostic inaccuracy of large studies. No study focused on the reverberating circuit identified by Yamada et al. [9] , hence the evidence we detailed here is not direct. The focus on other areas also limited the possibility to obtain significant results for Yamada's circuitry. Furthermore, several other circuits and areas emerged to differ between BD patients and controls, pointing to a greater complexity of the disorder. Moreover, a complex developing brain, with an inbuilt self-overvaluing, reverberating circuit, which is active normally at the resting state, may modulate the function of this circuit through interactions with other inbuilt systems, like the circuit underpinning the egalitarian drive [75] , which originates mirror-neurone/representation-related phenomena like empathy and perspective taking, cooperativeness, social value orientation, altruism, compassion, and emotional contagion, that are subject to refinement through both evolution and personal development [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Interestingly, an empathy substrate is activity in insula and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) [82, 83] ; reduced IFG activity was found in patients with mania [54] and euthymic BD in an uncertain study as to the PoM hypothesis [65] and reduced insular activity in patients with mania [17] , while insular activity and connectivity was found to be increased in patients with BD and depression [19, 62] and in euthymic BD [24] . It is possible that the empathy network negatively modulates the self-overvaluing circuit, so that some "uncertain" results we found relative to the PoM hypothesis could be due to interference carried by other networks. It is also worth considering that IFG, especially right, is a brain region involved in cognitive control and impulse control in general [84] . Therefore, its altered function in mania and/or euthymia may be consistent with this, possibly representing an impulse dyscontrol-related endophenotype, that was shown to be active during manic/mixed phases [85] . Another possible connection could be the social salience network, to which insular-IFG connectivity contributes [44] . However, social salience is little focused upon compared to generallyspeaking salience, that does not share all social salience connectivities [86] , and the few studies that found reduced salience network FC, did not distinguished between the various phases of BD, and were uncertain [26] or slightly favoured PoM [66] . Finally, a certain naiveté of our approach and our enthusiasm about the PoM hypothesis may have biased our judgements. However, the high number of people involved in this paper provided a buffer that held our speculations down to the ground, and the Delphi method we employed, the intense debate among group members controlled for the objectivity of our final decisions.
CONCLUSION
We obtained here preliminary evidence for the possible validity of the PoM hypothesis. Direct testing of the hypothesis that the Yamada circuitry is hyperactive during mania may be obtained by future, targeted studies. Observing the activity of this circuit during various phases of BD diachronically in the same patient will be another way to test the model. The final proof may be obtained by testing how lithium treatment affects this circuit's function.
Summarising, it's true that what goes up, must come down, but after touching bottom, one will rise is not always true, it may happen or not; it depends on how bouncing-back ability and energy one has. Hence, "it can't go worse" is not followed suit by recovery, because "al peggio non c'è mai fine" (the worst never has an end). So it must be mania that drives depression, while the opposite is only seldom the case. The fact that a reverberating circuit is involved brings forth the idea of oscillation. Reverberating circuits are "a theory of periodic conduction through the cerebral cortex of trains of impulses traveling in circuits of neurons" [87] . Periodicity and oscillation are consequences of waveform activity, which is ubiquitous in the universe, and in life, which is part of it. So, as Athanasios Koukopoulos used to tell his patients, "it's life that is bipolar".
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